
 
  

Harley Sportster XL 1200 X “Forty-Eight” 2015  
 

-> 7,600 USD <- (OBO)  
 

Nada guides is listing the bike for an average retail price of 9,823 $ 
(WITHOUT the Vance & Hines exhaust etc.)  

 
 
 

I am a German motorcycle traveler /enthusiast who travelled on two different bikes 
(Ural sidecar and HD) the last 18 months. 

Now it's time to go home and earn some bucks ;)  
So I have to sell one of my bikes, the HD Forty-Eight, which took me through the 

USA and Mexico.  
 

Because I traveled with the bike and so was dependent on it, 
 I really cared about it a lot.  

No racing, no offroad, oil change every 3000 miles (and also the rest of the service 
way before than handbook /manual recommends), regularly cleaning etc.  

Never had a problem with the bike.  
 
 

● approx 11500 miles on it (still driving it)  
● Last service made at official Harley-Davidson dealer with 10.000 miles (also 

new break fluid and spark plugs with last service)  
● I have a clean title. Registered at the moment in Arizona.  
● Bought used with approx 4100 miles on it in Texas in October 2018. Owner 

before was a woman who was afraid of the power the bike had ;)  
● Michelin Commander 2 tyres  

 
! ! ! More than 1300 USD Extras included ! ! ! 

- Vance & Hines short shots exhaust  (new 500 USD)  
- Le Pera leather seating “Stubs Cafe” (new 300 USD)  
- Engine guard (new 200 USD)  
- La Rosa Leather Swingarm bag (new 185 USD)  
- Oval fork bag for tool roll (new price unknown)  
- Roll up tool kit with essential tools specially for HD 
- Luggage rack “Motherwell” (new 135 USD)  
- Sissybar tall (easily removable) “Innoglow” (new price unknown)  



- Wider Handlebar for more control with special brake & clutch lever (new price 
unknown)  

- Hard candy flake red color tank 
 
 

Contact: 
Nicola Konrad 

Email: hoppexx@gmx.net 
Skype: nico.konrad 
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Picture of last service from official Harley Davidson vendor: 



 
 

 
 

 


